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We ’ ve all heard stories like this one. A budding young designer 

entrepreneur from the West hears China is the place to go to make things 

and to make money. So he heads out to seek success with a little less than 

enough funds for the first round of production in his back pocket. What 

ensues is a crazy existence of living on the knife-edge of business survival, 

trying to scale production to meet demand while struggling to keep the 

standard of quality. Well, that was actually my story. 

 

Prior to joining IDEO Shanghai, I spent years back and forth between UK 

and China; designing new products in the UK then waging an extended 

battle with various hardware OEM (original equipment manufacturers) in 

China trying to make the products to my specifications, and bringing them 

to the global market. It was a struggle to get these large factories to 

prioritize my needs when their other customers (Goliath western brands like 

GE and HP) were giving them orders multiple times larger than mine. 

 

A few years later and a number of battle wounds accrued, I started to 

realize that “back and forth” was not really working and so decided to 

base myself in China to be closer to my suppliers to develop products with 

them. As I reflect on the journey of working with the four OEM factories, it is 

interesting to note that each move I initiated was to a smaller and smaller 

factory, while at the same time, the ability and speed of my business to 

create innovative products and technologies increased. So too did our 

ability to produce products across a much wider portfolio. I went from 

struggling to meet a purchase order of 5,000 units of one product in 6 

months to producing well over 5,000 units across multiple products lines in 

less than a week.  

 

I can though still remember an investor warning me as I prepared to set off 

to China with my designs: “What’s there to stop them from developing 

their own brand and completely ripping us off?” The warning came true 

but the attempt was not successful as the factory I was working with 



realised that there is much more to launching a brand than they had 

anticipated. So a different question arose: what’s stopping OEMs from 

successfully developing their own brands? I tell my story because I believe 

it is now time to think about this question and act on the answer as there 

are so many changes happening in manufacturing. 

 

While there is still good money to be made from those Western Goliath 

brands looking to offshore their manufacturing, the pie is shrinking for 

Chinese OEMs. The end of an era of cost comparison advantages of off-

shoring to China is drawing near for many industries, and OEMs that have 

made their business by working hard to deliver products for Western 

brands are suffering. And competitors in South East Asia, India and Africa 

have been undercutting many Chinese companies for a while now. Other 

significant changes, particularly driven by 3D printing technology and 

advanced automation are beginning to give companies new alternatives 

to production. 

 

The effect is already here. IKEA’s OEM factories in China are sustaining 

huge losses. Recent news headlines lament about the dismal drop in 

China ’ s manufacturing and proclaim the end of an era. Even the 

industries that are still experiencing growth in original equipment 

manufacturing (e.g. the smartphone industry) publicly acknowledge that 

good times will not last and there is an urgent need to seek new ways to 

sustain business. 

 

So what could be a solution for OEMs? These companies have been 

making exceptionally high quality goods for the West for years, so you can 

argue that it is now time for them to follow the likes of Samsung and HTC 

[AH1] and become Goliath brands themselves, compete with their once 

Western customers, and sell their branded wares worldwide. Despite the 

logic and obvious appeal, very few Chinese OEM’s have managed to 

make this transition. OEMs are slow to compete on marketing and 

branding in a new and complex world of which they have no experience. 

Their risk aversion and habit of running their business on slim margins made 

it difficult for them to embrace long lead-time investment in new 

technologies outside of those driven by cost saving. OEM companies 

innovate on process and cost but pay little heed to user need; in short, 

they think more about competing on cost than on value. Fundamentally, 

their struggle is one of mindset to produce the necessary shift from being a 

fast follower to an innovator. 

 



So, what needs to happen to help these OEM companies make such a 

shift? A recent trip I made to Shenzhen appears to hold the answer. 

 

I went on a visit to “HAXLR8R”, a start-up initiative focused on hardware 

creation. The premise of this initiative is to attract and fund talented young 

entrepreneurs and put them into a fast-track program of development 

with manufacturers to help them quickly turn hardware ideas into reality. 

The entrepreneurs have 111 days in which to get projects ready to go live 

on crowd-sourced funding platforms and in front of San Francisco based 

VC’s. 

 

This lean start-up inspired initiative, which has its root in fast-paced software 

development, is having some big successes with sizeable first orders from 

crowd-sourcing platforms. For example Nomiku, a simple cooking device 

which democratizes the sous-vide cooking method has created a new 

market for home sous-vide cooking. They raised over half a million USD of 

orders on Kickstarter. Cyril Ebersweiler, founder of the HAXLR8R program 

put it perfectly when he and I discussed why he chose Shenzhen as the 

center for hardware innovation - being close to your manufacturers and 

developing products with them is not only about being able to come up 

with new ideas faster, but the proximity keeps your ideas grounded within 

the bounds of possibilities of your suppliers’ capabilities. Judging by the 

success so far, Cyril might just have hit the nail on its head, not just for the 

start-ups but also for OEMs in China – that the case for a new future for 

OEM’s lies in them being less like Goliath and more like the nimble, 

fearless David. 

 

On reflection, our work at IDEO is very much akin to this model. Our design 

process concentrates on fast iteration and quick prototyping with the aim 

of building to learn and mitigating risks. We help large corporations to 

decide their futures, including OEMs wanting to make a successful 

transition to brand, by concentrating on people, and understanding 

where their core needs are in order to deliver new value. We have been 

prototyping anything from the first mouse for Apple, phones for Samsung, 

airplane seats for Air New Zealand, kitchens for Fotile, digital retail 

experience in China for The North Face, to an entire new business for State 

Farm, the insurance company. Essentially, we take large corporations on 

new ventures by following a process similar to what start-up companies go 

on, helping large companies think and act more like nimble start-ups and 

shift their mindsets to be more focused on people. In doing so, we help 



companies reach new consumers, develop new, sought-after offerings, 

and create new markets to fuel growth. 

 

In the next frontier for manufacturing in China, I believe it will not be about 

pursuing the brand route, rather OEMs would do well by becoming less like 

Goliath and more like David. They should embrace and learn from the 

hardware start-up movement to impact on their own organization to help 

them think longer term, to grow their businesses away from cost-centered 

innovation to people-centered value innovation. 

 

If I look back on my own experience I see how the symbiotic relationship 

between my own start-up venture and my nimble OEM supplier has 

profited both of us. Not only have they more than doubled their revenue, 

they have started to learn how to work with my start-up to create exciting 

new products really quickly. I see a future whereby this sort of relationship 

should be cultivated on a larger scale. The fearlessness and nimbleness of 

start-ups, their desire to challenge the norm and master their own destiny, 

mixed with OEMs’ deep and extensive skills and experience in fast paced 

product development would make a formidable force in forging a new 

future for manufacturing in China. 

 

 

ENDS. 

 

 

Note:   

The story of David versus Goliath: taken from the biblical story of 

teenager named David defeated a powerful giant named Goliath. Now 

used in everyday language to imply the seemingly weak versus the 

seemingly mighty, and where the outcome of the fight between the two 

cannot be predetermined using commonly assumed logic. 

 
 

 

 




